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Abstract

Aim: Medical providers often do not perform chest compressions in accordance with recommended resuscitation guidelines for adults and children. Little is known regarding how well neonatal providers perform coordinated chest compressions and ventilations. The objective of this study was to characterize Neonatal Resuscitation Program (NRP) trained providers’ adherence to NRP recommendations for coordinated chest compressions and ventilations in a simulated setting.

Methods: Fifty NRP providers performed coordinated chest compressions for three minutes on a neonatal manikin. A compression sensor (accelerometer) was used to monitor and record compression data. Data analyzed included ratio of compressions to ventilation pauses, delivered chest compressions per minute (CC/min), and duration of ventilation pauses.

Results: Delivered CC/min ranged from 61 to 136. The mean CC/min (99, SD 16) was significantly higher than the NRP-recommended value of 90 (p=0.002). Delivered CC/min did not differ from the first 30 seconds to the last 30 seconds of compressions (p=0.91). Duration of ventilation pauses was highly correlated with CC/min (Spearman’s rho= -0.98, p<0.001), with a median duration of 0.92 seconds (IQ range (0.84, 1.02).

Conclusions: NRP trained providers often do not adhere to NRP recommendations for delivery of coordinated chest compressions during simulated cardiac depression. The mean CC/min performed is higher than recommended. Duration of ventilation pauses is highly correlated with delivered CC/min. Future studies should focus on methods to improve the timing of delivered chest compressions by NRP providers to conform to NRP recommendations.
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Introduction

Neonatal chest compressions are essential for maintaining adequate cerebral and coronary perfusion during profound cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) are performed in only 0.08-0.12% of term infants after birth [1,2], so limited data exist regarding the quality of chest compressions and ventilations performed by neonatal providers. Chest compression performance in adult and pediatric populations often deviates from international resuscitation guidelines [3-7], raising the concern that the coordinated chest compressions performed in neonates also may not adhere to neonatal resuscitation guidelines.

Little is known regarding neonatal providers’ performance of coordinated chest compressions and ventilations. A manikin study of European neonatal resuscitation guidelines for coordinated chest compressions and ventilations found that most providers did not deliver the targeted 40 ventilations/minute [8], but this study did not specifically report upon chest compressions performance. An infant manikin study of chest compressions performed by Advanced Pediatric Life Support providers demonstrated that >99% of compressions did not meet international recommendations regarding rate, depth, and duty cycle of compressions [9]. This was a study of continuous chest compressions; limited conclusions can be drawn related to coordinated chest compressions and ventilations.

Current Neonatal Resuscitation Program (NRP) guidelines include performing chest compressions coordinated with positive pressure ventilation in a 3:1 ratio, with 120 events performed per minute (90 compressions, 30 ventilations) [10]. Although these guidelines are widely published, little is known regarding how consistently providers follow these guidelines. The aim of this study was to characterize NRP providers’ adherence to NRP guidelines for the number of chest compressions and ventilations delivered per minute and the duration of time allocated to these interventions.

Methods

The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia Institutional Review Board approved this study (protocol # 811513). We enrolled fifty NRP providers who voluntarily participated as study subjects. A script was read to each subject describing a profoundly depressed neonate at birth. Each subject was instructed to use “the 2-thumb technique to perform coordinated chest compressions according to the NRP protocol” for 3 minutes on a SimNewB® manikin (Laerdal Medical, Stavanger, Norway), which represents a full term newborn female with growth parameters at the 50th percentile. No additional information was provided regarding optimal chest compressions. A study investigator provided ventilations when instructed by the subject using an infant self-inflating bag and neonatal facemask (Mercury Medical, Clearwater, FL, USA). A Heartstart 4000 (Philips Medical Systems, Andover, MA, USA) monitor/defibrillator continuously recorded the force and timing of chest compressions from a prototype neonatal compression sensor (accelerometer) (Laerdal Medical, Stavanger, Norway) placed under the subjects’ thumbs. Subjects received no feedback during the study.

We used recorded data from the compression sensor to determine: ratio of compressions to ventilations, delivered chest compressions per minute (CC/min), and number and duration of ventilation pauses. Compression rate was calculated as the average reciprocal.
of the time interval between the maximal depth of one compression to the next, excluding ventilation pauses. Ventilation pauses were defined as time with no compression activity, from the peak of the last compression to the peak of the subsequent compression (Figure 1).

**Data analysis**

Data analysis was performed only for subjects who utilized the recommended 3:1 ratio of compressions to ventilations using Stata 12.0 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA). Mean CC/min was compared to the NRP-recommended value of 90 with a one-sample t-test. Mean CC/min in the first 30 seconds was compared to the last 30 seconds with a paired t-test. "Correct CC/min" was defined as 80-100 CC/min, allowing a margin of 10 CC/min above and below the expected value of 90. Associations between correct CC/min and role in NRP and medical role were examined with χ² and Fisher’s exact test. Spearman’s rank test was used to determine the correlation between CC/min and duration of ventilation pauses. A 2-sided p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. A power analysis using data from a preliminary study indicated that a sample size of 50 would have > 99% power to detect a difference of 10 CC/min between the mean observed value and the hypothesized value of 90.

**Results**

The fifty subjects included pediatric residents (24%), neonatal fellows (14%), neonatal attending physicians (18%), neonatal nurses (28%), neonatal nurse practitioners/physician assistants/hospitalists (14%), and respiratory therapists (2%). Twelve subjects (24%) were NRP instructors or regional trainers. The median time since NRP training for NRP providers was 7.5 months (IQ range 1, 12 months).

Of 50 subjects, 48 (96%) performed chest compressions and ventilations in the 3:1 ratio. One subject performed continuous chest compressions, and one performed compressions in a 4:1 ratio throughout the simulation. The mean rate of chest compressions was 132 per minute (SD 22) (Table 1). Delivered CC/min ranged from 61 to 136 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA). Mean CC/min was significantly higher than 90 (p<0.001). Mean CC/min did not differ between the first and last 30 seconds of compressions (p=0.91). Of the 48 evaluable subjects, 23 (48%) delivered between 80-100 CC/min. Three (6%) delivered <80 CC/min, and 22 (46%) delivered >100 CC/min. There was no significant association between performing the correct number of CC/min and role on medical team (p=0.33) or role in NRP (p=0.14).

The mean number of pauses for ventilation per minute was 33 (SD 5). Duration of ventilation pauses ranged from 0.66 to 1.52 seconds, with a median value of 0.92 seconds (IQ range 0.84, 1.02). Duration of ventilation pauses was highly correlated with CC/min; Spearman’s ρ = -0.98 (p<0.001). Ventilation breaks were longer when fewer CC/min were performed and shorter when more CC/min were performed (Figure 3).

**Discussion**

We performed a neonatal manikin study to determine how consistently NRP providers adhere to NRP recommendations for chest compressions. Most providers performed the correct ratio of compressions to ventilations. There was large variation in number of delivered CC/min; most providers who were not in the targeted range of CC/min performed more CC/min than recommended. We did not observe any decay in delivered CC/min over time. Duration of ventilation pauses was highly correlated with CC/min, with longer ventilation pauses occurring when fewer CC/min were performed.

Our findings regarding delivered CC/min are comparable to other manikin studies of infant CPR. In a study investigating optimal hand position, subjects delivered a mean of 192 to 197 chest compressions over 2 minutes [11]. However, in that study, no ventilations were performed; the subjects simply said, "breathe" when ventilation should occur. An additional neonatal manikin study investigating the optimal ratio of chest compressions demonstrated that providers using a 3:1 ratio performed 194 compressions over 2 minutes [12]. It is unclear whether or not ventilation was delivered in that study.

---

**Table 1**: Chest compression and ventilation characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Mean Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delivered chest compressions per minute</td>
<td>99 (SD 16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First 30 seconds</td>
<td>100 (SD 19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last 30 seconds</td>
<td>100 (SD 17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of chest compressions (per minute)</td>
<td>132 (SD 22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilations per minute</td>
<td>33 (SD 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of Ventilation pause (seconds)</td>
<td>0.92 (0.84, 1.02)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Median value (IQ range)*

---

**Figure 2**: Distribution of delivered chest compressions/minute (CC/min) delivered by study subjects.
Subjects in our study had a similar mean number of delivered CC/min to these studies, even when positive pressure ventilation was actually performed. It is noteworthy that participants in those studies were briefly instructed on delivery of chest compressions prior to performing them, in contrast to our study, when subjects were told only to follow NRP protocol.

We measured the duration of ventilation pauses to determine if providers maintain an established cadence of compressions when pausing for ventilation. We defined ventilation pause as the interval from the peak of the last compression to the peak of the subsequent compression, in keeping with published recommendations for reporting CPR [3]. Each ventilation pause should last one second: 0.5 seconds occur between the peaks of serial compressions, and one ventilation is interposed after every three compressions, leaving two 0.5 second intervals for ventilation (Figure 1). The median duration of ventilation pauses in this study was 0.92 seconds, but this value ranged widely, from 0.66 to 1.52 seconds. The duration of ventilation pauses was very closely correlated with CC/min, suggesting that providers maintain an established cadence of chest compressions, even when pausing for delivery of ventilation. Therefore, initiating CPR with the correct rate of chest compressions is likely important for optimizing the duration of ventilation pauses.

The large variability in the number of delivered CC/min was independent of subjects’ role on the medical team or in NRP. This variability may therefore not reflect gaps in knowledge regarding NRP recommendations but an inability to perform compressions at the specified rate. Audio feedback is a potential tool to help address this inconsistency. Studies of feedback during adult and infant CPR have demonstrated improved performance when feedback is used [13-16]. A metronome set to 120 beats/min may help standardize the delivery of chest compressions and ventilations in neonates to more closely align with NRP recommendations.

This study had several limitations. We did not record depth of compressions or quality of ventilations. It is important to know how the allocation of resuscitation time affects these characteristics. Next, a self-inflating bag was used to deliver ventilation. Many hospitals use devices such as a T-piece or flow-inflating bag for newborn resuscitation; the duration of ventilation pauses may differ when those devices are used. Additionally, the same study investigator performed the ventilation for all subjects, potentially artificially standardizing ventilation pauses. However, the duration of time spent in ventilation pauses varied widely between subjects and was highly correlated with CC/min, suggesting that the subjects (rather than the investigator) controlled the length of time allocated to ventilation. Lastly, it is difficult to know how accurately simulated performance reflect performance on a human neonate. However, a study investigating the effect of using a modified "physiological" manikin for infant CPR found similar rates of chest compressions performed between the standard and "physiological" manikin [17].

**Conclusions**

NRP trained providers often deviate from NRP recommendations regarding delivery of coordinated chest compressions and ventilations in a simulated setting. Most providers who do not conform to NRP recommendations perform more CC/min than recommended. Duration of ventilation pauses is highly correlated with CC/min. Future studies should investigate the effect of real time feedback on NRP providers’ performance of coordinated chest compressions.
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**Figure 3:** Scatter plot demonstrating the relationship between number of delivered chest compressions/minute (CC/min) and duration of ventilation pauses (seconds).
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